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Contents Hello!

We are the Centre for Constructive Design Dishevelment, a small, London based, design 
research practice and consultancy that specialises in ‘dishevelling design’. What is dishevelling 
design we hear you say? Well, whilst we are still answering that ourselves,  we see it as a way 
of researching design that constructively disrupts our understanding of it through practice-
led and curiosity-driven research. We are constantly exploring forms of research for design 
or fundamental design research with the hopes that our work pushes the boundaries of what 
we think design and research are and what they can do. We are eager to take our work to the 
next level by engaging with world class design research departments to collaborate and push 
our and their ideas further. This little proposal demonstrates how we think we would fit in 
with the design department at Goldsmiths, how we function as a practice and how we would 
be an unorthodox, but sustainable choice.

Thanks for taking the time to consider us.
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There are 43 different research centres and units at Goldsmiths, covering a number of different 
topics and combining several departments and staff in each. The board is a snapshot of 2017, 
however each centre is reviewed every 4-6 years so this landscape could easily change. The 
focus of the analysis is on established centres that are readily advertised on the Goldsmiths 
websites and omits individual practices that occur within the departments. 

Research Units/Centres - Goldsmiths 2017
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Mapping the 43 research groups is difficult.  Many of them embody an interdisciplinary approach 
and their web pages are not sufficiently consistent to determine departmental allegiances. 
Therefore we have created a cluster map that groups the different centres and units into their 
primary or core influences (design, sociology, music and so on) and indicated strong secondary 
influences where they occurred, instead of classifying it by department. A strong group of clusters 
in the humanities, with clusters such as Sociology, Politics & Ethics, Community & Society and 
Culture, is visually apparent, followed by the arts with Music and Sound and Art. There are also a 
few individuals that do not share core influences with others. 

Cluster Map and Analysis
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The Design Cluster

For the purpose of the proposal we intend to add a new practice to the design cluster. 
Currently the design cluster is composed of three core groups (omitting those who have design 
influence or members of the design staff in them). This cluster is one of the smaller clusters at 
Goldsmiths and could be expanded through the addition of a new unit.  The following section 
serves to explore these groups more, looking at their members, the ethos of their practice 
and their recent work so as to enable a competent analysis. Once completed, opportunities 
for new ventures will be discussed. 
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Interaction Research Studio

Recent Works

Members

Description

The Interaction Research Studio is a practice-
based, design-led research group that uses 
technology in novel, unexpected ways to explore 
new concepts of interactions and computational 
systems in everyday life. 

The studio uses problematising, playfulness 
and insight as a means to explore their research 
topics instead of seeking to problem solve. Their 
projects, prototypes and artefacts actively engage 
with those outside of the design community. Their 
participant’s experiences are documented in 
unique and alternative ways by means of ‘cultural 
probes’ a process first pioneered by Gaver, Dunne 

and Pacenti at the RCA.

Their page on the Goldsmiths website boasts 
a grand total of 4 books, 8 book sections 20 
publications, 45 conferences and workshop items, 
13 designs and 28 exhibitions/shows. Some of this 
work is from the original  studio from the RCA.

The studio itself creates a lot of interesting and 
well recognised work and is frequently presented 
at shows and conferences such as CHI. However, 
the studio lacks in engagement with teaching 
courses when compared to the other units

Bill Gaver
Co-director

Jen Molinera
Studio Manager

Andy Boucher
Co-director

Mike Vanis
Creative Technologist

Tobie Kerridge
Programme Leader

Naho Matsuda
Researcher

Alex Wilkie
Senior Lecturer

Andy Sheen
Creative Technologist

Liliana Ovalle
Research

Dean Brown
Researcher

Energy Babble
2015

Datacatcher
2015

Photostroller
2011

Interaction Research Studio, Department of Design
Goldsmiths, University of London, New Cross, London, SE14 6NW, UK 

Indoor Weather Stations

Legible Landscapes is a five year project funded 
by the European Research Council conducted by 
a group of researchers based in the Interaction 
Research Studio at Goldsmiths, University of 
London.

Our focus is to explore environmental awareness 
in the home, through designing systems that 
use sensors to reveal environmentally relevant 
attributes of the domestic environment.

Unlike many existing technology systems for 
increasing environmental awareness, the Legible 
Landscapes projects aims to be more open 
ended in how people use and interpret the 
designed systems. Carbon footprint monitors 
and smart electricity meters provide empirical 
information, but our focus is on supporting more 
poetic readings of the home. We wonder if such 
readings can encourage interesting, complex or 
simply different reflections on the relationships 
between home, technology, and the environment.

We have made a variety of digital devices to 
expose the microclimate of the home – we call 
them Indoor Weather Stations. These devices 
reveal nuances of light, air and temperature: 
the Light Collector, the Wind Tunnel and the 
Temperature Tape. A group of twenty participants 
from south-east London are currently living with 
the Weather Stations, and providing us with 
valuable insights about how they are experienced 
and used.

There are three Indoor Weather Stations: the Temperature Tape, the Light 
Collector and the Wind Tunnel. 

The Temperature Tape reveals gradients along a thermochromic tape, and 
the temperature difference between the two ends. 

Left : The Light Collector displays the ambient light in the 
home as a continuously updating colour palette. 

The Wind Tunnel senses micro drafts and amplifies them within a 
miniature landscape.

“I just like it [the Light Collector]. It’s like a goblet, chalice…I love 
things that are new that haven’t quite settled down yet into what they 
are going to be”

Molly (participant) 

Indoor Weather Station
2011

Recent Works

Peter Rogers
Senior Computing Tutor

Liam Hinshelwood
Lecturer

Terry Rosenberg
Senior Lecturer 

Mike Waller
Co-director

Juliet Sprake
Senior Lecturer

Duncan Fairfax
Co-director

PI Studio

Description

Prospecting Innovation (PI) Studio focuses on 
applying critical thinking across topics such as 
society, culture and design to explore a variety of 
futures orientated projects. The studio employs 
technologies in creative applications to research 
design and innovation. As many of the centres/
units and Goldsmiths, they are a practice-led, 
participatory group. 

The studio has a track record of engaging with 
the student body at Goldsmiths and has taken 
several on board to collaborate and demonstrate 
their works. They also have a large influence over 

the Innovation in Practice Masters. Their recent 
work has seen the studio collaborate with Korean 
design students as part of a cultural exchange, idea 
generation and practice translation. 

The studio also acts as a consultancy to 
manufacturers, governmental organisations, 
NGOs, charities and leading research and 
development labs in UK and internationally. They 
also run workshops for the active dissemination 
and application of innovative methods to explore 
contemporary issues and future prospects. 

Recent Works

Translating Design Practices
2017

Problem Solving Booth
2017

Cross-Cultural Design 
2016

Lewisham Energy Project
2016

Members
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The Trio

With three main centres analysed in depth we have created a simple but rich ‘ethos circle’ 
that demonstrates the core values of each group in the cluster. Our analysis has revealed 
that the three current practices are all different but share the common goal of performing 
interdisciplinary research with design at its core. These practices focus on how design and 
what is designed interacts and engages with the outside world, this is where we feel the 
opportunity lies. We believe that a practice that focuses on raising questions and debates 
about design itself, exploring new ways of designing would be beneficial to this group and 
design research at large.

Louis Moreno
Lecturer

John Palmesino
Tutor

Lorenzo Pezzani
FA Lecturer

Eyal Weizman
Research Director

Susan Schuppli
Centre Director & Reader

Research Architecture

Description

The final unit in the design cluster engages with 
an area of design that has been in academia 
longer than most, architecture. The centre aims 
to challenge urgent, contemporary, political 
issues. The practice hopes to empower its 
practitioners with the tools required to perform 
spatial research and critical analysis. 

The centre engages with Masters and PhD 
students, encouraging independent work that 
incorporates fieldwork, critical reflections and 

theoretical discussions. The group engages in 
roundtable sessions to bring in the new cohorts 
of doctoral students and discuss relevant 
works. They are currently interested ecological 
contexts and spatial media as they intersect with 
questions of law, rights and justice. 

The centre has produced a large number 
of annual projects spanning from forensic 
architecture to presenting alternatives to the 
standardisation of time.

Recent Works

Logistical Nightmares
2017

A Public Hearing
2016

Time
2016

Xeno.Earth
2016

Members
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Proposal
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Design allegories, alternatives and antitheses

Design confusion, conundrums and construing

Design diversions, detours and disturbances

Design expeditions, explorations and excursions

Design faults, failures and foolishness

Design investigations, inquires and inspections

Design juxtapositions, jeopardies and justices

Design machinations, misbehaviours and mischiefs

Design pro-activities, persistences and possibilities

Design resistance, revolt and reconstitution

Design trials, test and tribulations

Design values, vows and versatilities

Design wisdom, wherewithal and whimsy

Design zealots, zeitgeists and zebras

The Practice

We propose a design research practice that will be well situated in the design cluster and in the 
ethos of Goldsmiths but, at the same time, explores different avenues. It will be a practice of 
constructive design “dishevelers” who aim to disrupt not just our understanding of design and 
its interaction in the world, but of its actions and interactions within itself. Design, we think, 
like many fields requires frequent dishevelling so that it doesn’t get t0o settled, becoming built 
on layers of stagnant, unchallenged materials and knowledge.
   
At the core of this practice is the desire to build upon design itself, expanding the notions of 
what design is and how it is practiced. This isn’t about trying to just make design theory or 
define design, it is about playing with the notions, conceptions, mindsets and values in design, 
changing them, and writing accounts of what happens. We seek to dismantle, strip back and 
reassemble different design practices to create experimental practices. We wish to create designs 
that blur the lines between usability and speculation, creating near paradoxical designs such as 
‘current futures’ and ‘functional falsehoods’ that strike a perplexing balance between a thought 
experiment and a functioning alternative.  The proposed practice is itself a result of dismantling 
and rebuilding practices. It takes inspiration from a number of different design areas, such as 
critical and speculative design and constructive design research. 

We follow the logic of something called the dishevelling loop. The loop is designed to ensure 
that we achieve an enriched journey during the project, flowing from simplicity and complexity 
of our understanding of the subject matter and ways of engaging and chainging it. This can be 
used to help us frame our understanding and interpretations of literature and theory through 
practice and vice versa by developing both as projects develop. Or it can visualise the mindset 
that different area of design need periodic dishevelling as they are reaching a stage of too much 
simplicity and agreement, which is one of the situations where we intervene.

The name of this practice is the Centre for Constructive Design Dishevelment or C2D2.
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Rather than importing tactics from other disciplines to fashion new normative 

guidelines, we suggest the answer may be to recognize and build upon practices 

already in use within the field. This would allow designers to legitimate their activities 

as research, not by changing their practices to resemble those of other fields, but by 

more careful articulation of their existing approaches in a way that is legible to those 

from other disciplines. 

(Gaver & Bowers, 2012)

For practitioners of the Lab, Field, and Gallery approaches, concepts, methods, and 

protocols borrowed from fields like experimental psychology and conceptual art are 

just the scaffolding, temporary structures required for constructing buildings. Even 

though these buildings may not be completely ready, the many elements needed for a 

new constructive discipline are in place.

(Koskinen, Binder & Redström, 2008)

A better alternative, we argue, is to put practice first and give theory a role in explicating 

practice, as is done in the humanities and interpretive social sciences. [...] Our aim here 

is to show how research methods must be understandable to design practitioners. [...] 

We propose that maintaining accountability will help to resolve such complications

(Koskinen & Gall Krogh, 2015)

We believe the first step in establishing a design culture is to conceptualize design as 

a unique way of looking at the human condition with the purpose to create change. To 

that end, we need to develop and use design wisdom as a frame of reference grounded 

in its own unique tradition.

(Nelson & Stolterman, 2012)

Calls to Actions

C2D2 wants to build on design, for design, with design. It is constantly investigating the debates, 

statements and works of different areas of design. The hope is that the work of others will 

spark and spur new avenues of synthesis, exploration and design. We view these quotes 

collected from contemporary discussions as some of our ‘calls to action’. The first, from Lab, 
Field, Gallery, and Beyond, sets the challenge of exploring the ‘beyond’ side of the discussion, 

asking if there are more environments where design can be tested/demonstrated. The second 

is from Annotated Portfolios by Gaver and Bowers who suggest that design should look to build 

upon its existing processes and practices to reduce the amount of outside influences and 

explore the meaning and make up of design research. The third originates from The design way 
: Intentional change in an unpredictable world and is tip of the iceberg of Nelson and Stolerman’s 

discussion around design wisdom and design culture. The final, from Design Accountability: 
When Design Research Entangles Theory and Practice, proposes a way in which the production 

of design theory and advancement of design practice can be balanced without one overly 

affecting the other through the means of design accountability. 

These are but a few of the different avenues available to a design practice that seeks to research 

its field and actively ruffle feathers and make us question what and how we design.
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At Our Disposal

The general design process is hard to explain precisely. There are many different ways in which it 
manifests itself depending on the group or individuals enacting it. However, it basically consists 
of, much like a story, a beginning, middle and end. The beginning is where something changes 
in the mind or environment of those designing. It can be an observation, an idea, a brief, etc. the 
point is that its occurrence causes new design to begin. The middle is the messy part, where all 
the different techniques, procedures, mindsets and so on come into play, the middle can last a 
minute or an eternity. The end is the result of the design process, whether is produces an artefact, 
paper or a discussion, the end of the design process is the culmination of all of the work. As a 
practice that aims to design and experiment with new ways of designing, creating work that aims 
to disrupt the current options for the beginning, middle and end of the design process is crucial. 
Some the current tools, or ‘dispositifs’ as we like to call them, that we have are Design Catalysts, 
Dismantlers and Remantlers and Anecdotes and Fables. Explaining how these dispositifs work 
with exact methods or theories runs the risk of curtailing the creativity of those using them. So, 
as to communicate their basics concepts, we have created a set of simple, playful visuals that show 
the basic steps. These are deliberately vague and open to interpretation. 

Design Catalysts
Design Catalysts are used in the beginning of the design process, but are created at the end of 
another. The purpose, simply put, is to start new design and research. They can come in any form, 
but the importance is that they change minds, spark debates and beget design. There are many 
types of catalysts that already exist, such as disruptive technologies or literature, but is there room 
to create new ones?

Dismantlers and Remantlers
Dismantlers and remantlers are designed to aid with the building upon of design. The basic 
principle is simple, take several elements, practices, thoughts or artefacts in design, strip them 
down (literally or otherwise) extract the core, raw or pure elements of their purpose or ethos and 
combine different, compelling elements together with some new ideas and see what happens. Once 
again there is not ‘recipe’ for this and the purpose is not to isolate individual elements and study 
them. It instead is the result of combining these ideas and see what happens that is of interest. 

Anecdotes and Fables

Like most design practices, the C2D2 will be required to produce some form of output for the 
demonstration and dissemination of its work. However, instead of giving strict, rigid reports of 
what happened, it will be much more reflective, anecdotal to the point of even presenting the 
work as stories. This represent a greater part of the practice, its manifesto to challenge what 
design and its produced knowledge, wisdom and insight is and how it is presented and passed 
on. Creating anecdotal or fable styled accounts of design opens up the possibility of novel and 
intriguing interpretations that other forms either do not allow or actively curtail. 
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Design Research Society
Biannual Conference

Research Through Design
Biannual Conference

Getting Out There

This practice, like many academic ones, will have to “publish or perish”. To keep up with 

this requirment the C2D2 will have to aim for conferences, shows and journals that aim to 
display experimental explorations into design and design research. For example, the Design 
Research Society Biannual Conference or the Research Through Design Biannual Conference 
are excellent outlets for papers surrounding the research and techniques performed and 
observed. Another similar outlet for the practice and its individuals would be design journals 
such as the Taylor and Francis ‘Design Journal’, MIT’s ‘Design Issues’ and the ‘International 
Journal of Design’ are all suitable candidates, however there is no reason why other, more niche 
literature can’t be aimed for as well. Furthermore, as the practice moves it outputs toward 
the more physical, hopefully creating artefacts, we hope that the w0rks can be presented in 
gallerias and shows.

However, the ultimate success of the practice will be how what it creates changes the way we 
design. So perhaps the greatest outlet would be through education and training in successful 
design alternatives.
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Some of Our Work

Fable 2 – Patterns in the Sand Garden 
A person tends to their sand garden, raking the sand into a specific pattern. 

Another comes along who doesn’t like the pattern and wants a different one to be 

made. They mess up the paths the first had creates and leaves. The next day the 

second returns to find the same pattern as before, the first creating the intricate 

pattern from memory. The second tries once again to mess up the first’s work 

but once again it is fixed. Next the second tries following the first from dawn until 

dusk, constantly moving the sand after it is raked. The second achieves only half 

of what they wanted, when the first wakes the next day the sand is still messy but  

they start raking immediately. One day a third person appears, they place a large 

rock in the middle of the garden. As the first person approaches it they, to the 

dismay of the second, change course and create a different pattern. Over the next 

few days the third places and removes different rocks until they are satisfied with 

the pattern and then leaves. The second realised that simply disrupting the surface 

wasn’t enough, they had to change the landscape to create a different pattern.

At the moment our work is exploring the dispositifs we have mentioned and the concept 
of dishevelling design. We have two on going projects, Carefully Crafted Questions and 
Design Fables.

Carefully Crafted Questions
CCQ started as a very literal interpretation of Dunne and Raby’s statement about how asking 
carefully crafted questions related to the mindset and drive of critical design. We have created 
a number of ‘questions flyers’ that seek to engage participants in thought and debate around 
design related themes. The rhetoric of these questions are ambiguous and open to individual 
interpretation as to how best to ‘answer’ them. The questions avoid asking about design’s 
interaction with other areas such as healthcare or society and avoid notions of negativity (such 
as ‘how has design failed?’) as we believe that this biases the participant. We have already tried 
these out on some of the students and staff at Goldsmiths. It is our hope that these ‘probe-
like’ enquires catalyse new debates amongst designers and provide us with insight to pursue 
new avenues of research.

Design Fables
Our second live project involves the exploration of the ‘Anecdotes and Fables’ dispositif. 
Through the process of reading literature, interviewing designers, collecting famous design 
quotes and our own personal experiences we are compiling a book of Design Fables that 
attempt to impart design related knowledge/wisdom through the medium of story telling. 
The style of fables permits us to take a different route when communicating and we hope that 
the combination of interpretation and serendipity will create different opinions that will lead 
to curiosities, design work and debates. We have no intention of explaining what the ‘true’ 
meaning of each fable is as this would diminish its value.
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The Research Excellence Framework

The Research Excellence Framework (REF) is the yard stick by which the impact and 
international importance of research is measured. Goldsmiths submitted 131 pieces to the 
category of Art and Design: History, Practice and Theory in 2014, achieving an overall rating 
of 68% for 3*-4* quality research. The rhetoric and focus of the REF is heavily weighted on 
interdisciplinary research, a concept that is certainly not new to Goldsmiths. Furthermore, 
emerging documents from the REF 2021 site has similar wordings.

C2D2 would engage with REF 2028 (assuming a 7 year gap each time and if starting in 2023) and 
it would take a different interpretation of the term ‘interdisciplinary research’. Typical the term 
means research between disciplines, such as design and sociology, however there are many 

sub-disiplinces to design and C2D2 would focus on research between these sub-disciplinces as 
well as other fields. This is still technically ‘interdisciplinary research’ although a better term 
might be ‘intradisciplinary research’ and it is the hope of the practice that this will present 
suitable and impactful research for evaluation.
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The Quad

We believe C2D2 will integrate well into the Goldsmiths’ design cluster well, upholding 
the values and ideology of the groups whilst proposing alternative and novel paths of 
exploration that will hopefully lead to ground-breaking and impactful international 
research. Whilst both phrases are self-explanatory, the second is deliberately oxymoronic 
as it conveys the desire to find and the impossibility to predict unexpected outcomes, 
serendipity in design, incarnate.   
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Resource
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Ye-Jin Han
The Scholar

Tackling REF, Conferences, Publications

Simone Cooper
The Practitioner

Crafting, Prototyping, Experimenting

Eetu Häkkinen
The Interlocutor

Industry Funding/Contacts, Translation 

Mark Heung
The Educator

Teaching, Pedagogy Challenging

Matthew Smith
Researcher

Curiosity Driven Research, 

The People

Our team is made up of a number of talented designers, practitioners and researchers. Our 
interests, passions and personalities are diverse and ensure that we are able to surprise one 
another with new and exciting opportunities for design and research. We are currently a team 
of five, consisting of four leads and one in house researcher. Each member maintains an area 
of the practice that is intrinsic to functionality of the practice.

Simone Cooper
Simone is an extremely talented crafter specialising in origami or paper based prototypes 
and can always be found trying out new materials. She is an avid design debater and brings 
knowledge, fire and passion to the team debates.

Ye-Jin Han
Ye-Jin recieved her PhD from Hongik and has been a researcher and lecturer at the National 
University of Singapore and Delft. She is a recognised contributor to design journals, best know 
for her work around design ethnography of experimental practices. 

Eetu Häkkinen
Eetu origniates from Finland but was trained at the Umeå Institute of Design before working 
of Microsoft Research in the US for 5 years. He brings with him a large number of industrial 
contacts who value the more exploratory and creative side of academic research.

Mark Heung
Mark is devoted to giving to the next generation of designers and frequently engages in talks 
and teachings to contribute what is learnt through research to fresh minds. He also values the 
fact that those who he teaches can still show him something unexpected and regularly brings 
back interesting works from all levels of design.

Matthew Smith
Matt is our current interning researcher. He is currently finishing up his Masters at Goldsmiths 
University before starting his PhD at Loughborough University. He has a keen interest in 
applying critical and speculative techniques in different contexts and synthesising different 
values and practices in design. 
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Our Mainstay Formats

There are a number of projects that the practice would like to undertake on its own, some of 

which have been discussed. However, the ability to do so will depend on other works to keep 

the practice afloat. Therefore, a plan of sustainability is required. This plan, which can be 

added to as different project outputs evolve, revolves around two main types of projects. We 

call these our mainstay or ‘bread and butter’ projects.

Translating Into, Out of and Across Design
We specialise in ‘translating design’ which entails the conversion of work from other fields, 

such as social sciences or art, or other areas of design into (and across) design and vice 

versa. We strive to create culturally, linguistically and functionally appropriate translations 

that fervently avoid a ‘copy paste’ mentality. Whilst we will happily work both ways, we are 

first of all diplomats of design not of other fields, we are focused one bringing into design 

what is helpful for design. This work should  be in a format that isn’t alien to those using it 

whilst gently pushing them out of their comfort zones. Beyond the thought provocation and 

dishevelling attributes of these activities, this project format can be used to build links between 

academia and industry by further showing how they can be relevant to one another. It is our 

hope that this structure will attract academic, industrial and governmental funding.

Design Practice Research
Design Practice Research is an approach that could be understood as similar to what the works 

of ‘designing thinking’, ‘design methods’ or ‘design innovation’ focused practices produce but 

with a twist. Instead of trying to create exact, repeatable procedures that aim to yield the same 

effect each time, we aim to play with the way in which design is practiced to see what happens. 

For example, we could be called in as ‘practice consultants’ to craft teams of designers and 

research required for a project or issue, or we could change our fundamental values, beliefs, 

methods and so on of our practice for a year and see what different results we produce.
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The Space

As a relativity small team, initially the practice would need a small space to work. Furthermore 
we would require access to the workshops for our craft. It would be similar to the access 
provided by Goldsmith through the post-graduate scheme that provides recent graduate 
designers with a computer space and workshop for a small fee. However we hope expand the 
practice once it is fully established, taking on more researchers and students.
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Goldsmiths
Art & Design

Funding
2008-2013

BIS Research Councils, Royal Society, British Academy and  Royal Society of Edinburgh

UK industry, commerce and public corporations

Non-EU industry, commerce and public corporations

UK-based charities (open competitive process)

UK central government bodies, local authorities, health and hospital authorities

EU government bodies

EU industry, commerce and public corporations

Funding

Funding in research subjects, especially at Goldsmiths, is on the brink of unknown change. The 
decision to leave the European Union with Brexit begs the question ‘will we still get the same 
amount of money as before?’. In 2012-2013, according the Research Excellence Framework 
documents, Goldsmiths’ art and design sectors received £676,523 from EU governmental bodies 
compared to the £222,990 from the BIS Research Councils, Royal Society, British Academy and 
Royal Society of Edinburgh. Losing enough of that funding could have a significant impact 
on the possibility to harbour new research and studios. Therefore, we must set our sights 
elsewhere. For example, could new grants emerge from Asia, the Americas Africa, etc.? This 
practice endeavours to broker new deals with other countries.
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Notes

Thank You!

We hope that you have found this document informative and engaging. We would love to come 
and work with the great team at Goldsmiths. If you wish to get in touch, fire us an email to:

hello@c2d2.co.uk
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